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Abstract

We list several open problems concerning the enumeration of directed animals on two�dimensional

lattices� We show that most of these problems are special cases of two central problems� calculating the

position generating function and the perimeter and area generating function for square lattice animals�

We propose a possible direction for solving these two problems� we extend Dhar�s correspondence

between hard particle gas models and enumeration of animals according to the area� and show that each

of the main two generating functions is� essentially� the density of a one�dimensional gas model given by

the stationary distribution of a probabilistic transition�

We are able to compute the density of certain stationary distributions� We thus obtain new bivariate

generating functions for directed animals on the square and triangular lattices� We derive from these

results the generating functions for animals on the decorated square and triangular lattices� as well as

the average number of loops in directed animals�

� Introduction

An animal A on a graph G is a �nite connected set of vertices� any two vertices of A are connected through
a path of G having all its vertices in A �Figure ��� The vertices of A are called cells� and the number of
cells is the area of the animal� A neighbour of A is a vertex that does not belong to A� but is connected by
an edge to a cell of A� The �site� perimeter of A is its number of neighbours� On a periodic in�nite graph�
animals are usually de�ned up to a translation�

Figure �� An animal on the square lattice �area 		� perimeter 	
��

These simple combinatorial objects are also of interest in statistical physics� For instance� they are the
main ingredient of cell growth models� Moreover� enumerating animals according to their perimeter and
area solves the �site� percolation model on G ���

According to Stau�er �	�� one calls these con�gurations �animals� since they have a certain similarity
with multicellular living beings which might enter your nightmares if you counted them too long� Indeed�
enumerating animals on a periodic in�nite graph seems to be a nightmarish problem� To our knowledge�
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the most precise rigorous result in this �eld is the following ��
� there exists a constant K such that� if an
denotes the number of square lattice animals having n cells� then a

��n
n tends to K when n tends to in�nity�

Finding lower and upper bounds for K is di�cult� and the �rst digit of K is not yet known�

�� 
� � K � �� ���

Some non rigorous � but much more precise � results assert that K � ����	� ����
One can de�ne more tractable animals by considering an oriented graph G having a distinguished vertex

O� called the origin� If an edge goes from v to w� then w is said to be a son of v� and v a father of w� A
directed animal A on G is a �nite set of vertices containing O� such that any vertex of A can be reached from
O through an oriented path of G having all its vertices in A� The origin O is the source of A� The vertices
of A are called cells� and the number of cells is the area of the animal� The neighbours of A are the vertices
that do not belong to A but have a father in A� The �site� perimeter of A is its number of neighbours� This
de�nition generalizes the notion of �undirected� animals given above since unoriented graphs can be seen as
a special kind of oriented graphs� by replacing each unoriented edge by a pair of oriented edges� From now
on� we only deal with directed animals� and the word �directed� will often be omitted�

We study in this paper directed animals on the square� triangular and honeycomb lattices� Examples
are given in Figure 	� The edges are oriented upwards in all lattices� The leftmost animal has area �	 and
perimeter ���

O OO
(b) (c)(a)

Figure 	� Directed animals on two�dimensional lattices�

Directed animals are related to directed �site� percolation models� Moreover� as shown by Dhar ��	�
enumerating directed animals according to the area on certain graphs is equivalent to solving a hard particle
model on another graph� For instance� directed animals on the square lattice correspond to a simple hard
particle model in one dimension� but animals on the honeycomb lattice do not correspond to any hard
particle model� A combinatorial proof of Dhar�s result has also been given using the notion of heaps of
pieces ��� 		� As illustrated in Figure �� a hard particle model is a gas model in which two adjacent vertices
cannot be simultaneously occupied by cells�

Figure �� A hard particle con�guration on the square lattice�

Actually� the correspondence between directed animals and hard particle models is not only a motivation
for studying animals� It is also a very e�cient way of enumerating them according to the area� for the few
exact known results in this domain can be obtained by solving the corresponding gas model� The main
two results are the area generating functions for directed animals on the square lattice and on the three�
dimensional next�nearest neighbour cubic lattice drawn in Figure ��a� ���� �	� For square lattice animals�

	



there exists� besides the gas model argument� a very simple and nice combinatorial proof based on the
notion of heaps of pieces ��� �� 		� However� this combinatorial method has not �yet� been extended to
animals in three dimensions� for which the very di�cult solution of the corresponding gas model� called the
hard hexagon model� remains the unique enumeration technique �	�

Proposition ��� ��� �� ��� �	� �� � The area generating function for square lattice directed animals is

S��t� �
�
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Figure �� Three�dimensional oriented lattices�

Looking upon animals as heaps of pieces shows that the area generating function for directed animals
on the triangular lattice is obtained by replacing t by t��� � t� in the area generating function for square
lattice animals� Similarly� the same substitution� performed on the generating function for animals on the
lattice of Figure ��a�� gives the area generating function for animals on the lattice of Figure ��b�� Actually�
what we obtain is a re�nement of the area generating function� Let us describe it in the triangular lattice
case �Figure 	 �b��� Let v be a cell of a directed animal A� We say that v is only supported at the center if
the vertex placed just below in the same column is the only father of v lying in A� The number of cells of
A only supported at the center is denoted c�A��

Proposition ��� � The generating function for directed animals on the triangular lattice	 counted accord�
ing to their area and number of cells only supported at the center	 is

�T��t� w� �
X
A

tjAjwc�A�
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�
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In particular	 the area generating function for directed animals on the triangular lattice is

T��t� �
�

	

�
��� �t����� � �

�
� ���

Finally� Conway� Brak and Guttmann have conjectured simple algebraic expressions for the generating
functions for directed animals on the decorated square lattices ��� These conjectures have been proved by
Ali ��� More details on these lattices are given in the following sections� together with a new proof of Ali�s
results� We also introduce some decorated triangular lattices and give simple algebraic expressions for the
generating functions of directed animals on these lattices�

The animals above are sometimes called site�animals to distinguish them from bond�animals� which are
connected sets of edges� More precisely� a �directed� bond�animal A on an oriented graph G is a �nite set
of edges such that each edge of A belongs to an oriented path of G starting from O and having all its edges
in A� The area of A is its number of edges� The neighbours of A are the edges that do not belong to A� but
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Figure �� A directed bond�animal on the square lattice �area 	�� perimeter 	���

whose starting point belongs to an edge of A� The �bond� perimeter of A is its number of neighbours� The
enumeration of bond�animals according to their perimeter and area is related to bond�percolation models�
When there is no risk of confusion� we will continue to use simply the word �animal� to denote site�animals�

As far as we know� we have mentioned all exact known results concerning the enumeration of animals�
By elimination� one can obtain an in�nite list of open problems� Here is� however� a tentative classi�cation�

� The area is the only parameter for which exact enumerations are available� One could try to take
into account other parameters� such as the perimeter� given its crucial role in percolation models� It
is known that the perimeter generating function for square lattice animals is not algebraic ��� 
�

� Nothing is known about bond�animals�
� The honeycomb lattice raises serious di�culties� for animals on this lattice do not behave like animals
on the square or triangular lattice� In particular� their area generating function does not seem to be
algebraic ���� and the asymptotic number of animals having n cells� which is respectively �n�

p
n and

�n�
p
n for the square and triangular lattices� is �	��	������n�

p
n for the honeycomb lattice ����

� Other lattices could be studied in two� three �and more���� dimensions� In particular� the enumeration
of directed animals on the lattice of Figure ��c� corresponds to the famous unsolved hard square model


We focus in this paper on two�dimensional directed animals� We list in the following section several
open problems concerning their enumeration� We show that all these problems �including the enumeration
of bond�animals on the square lattice� the enumeration of site�animals on the honeycomb lattice� etc�� are
special cases of two central problems� calculating the position generating function and the perimeter and
area generating function for square lattice animals�

How can we compute these generating functions� A natural idea is to extend one of the two methods for
enumerating square lattice animals according to the area� i�e�� the link with hard particle models on the one
hand� and the idea of heaps on the other hand� It turns out that the idea of using heaps is not� at least at
�rst sight� easily generalized� Its main drawback is that it turns the arrangement of rows of an animal upside
down whereas both the position of cells and the perimeter are closely linked to this arrangement� Therefore�
we have concentrated on Dhar�s idea� and have extended it to take into account additional parameters�

Our central result is that the position generating function and the area and perimeter generating function
for square lattice animals � and consequently all generating functions mentioned in Section 	 � are�
essentially� the density of a certain one�dimensional gas model� The cell distribution of this gas is the
stationary distribution of a simple probabilistic transition�

These transitions are described in Section �� They are characterized by four parameters p�� p�� p� and
p�� When

p�p��� � p����� p�� � p�p��� � p����� p��� �	�

the stationary distribution and its density have simple expressions� Alas� the position generating function
is related to the transition �p�� p�� p�� p�p��p�� while the area and perimeter generating function is related
to the transition �p�� p�� p�� p��� and neither of these transitions satis�es �	���� However� when p� � �� the
�rst transition satis�es �	� and is combinatorially signi�cant� We thus obtain a new bivariate generating
function for directed animals on the square lattice� We derive from this result the generating functions for
animals on decorated square lattices� as well as the average number of loops in animals of given area as
conjectured by Conway ��� 
�
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Similarly� we obtain for animals on the triangular lattice a new bivariate generating function� from
which we derive the generating functions for animals on decorated triangular lattices as well as the average
number of loops in animals of given area as conjectured by Conway� These results do not follow from the
corresponding square lattice results� Surprisingly� animals on decorated triangular lattices are equinumerous
with triangular lattice animals�

To �nish� here is the history of this paper� I had conjectured the values of the two bivariate generating
functions mentioned above �Propositions ��� and ����� Since I was not able to prove them �combinatorially��
I tried to extend Dhar�s method� and discovered that the main open problems on two�dimensional lattices
were equivalent to the solution of a gas model� Although I could only solve this model in some special cases
� thus proving the two conjectures � I believe that the general correspondence between directed animals
and gas models is worth being presented� and could maybe lead in the future to the solution of certain other
open questions�

� A survey of open problems

��� The position of cells in a square lattice animal

Let us consider a directed animal A on the square lattice� Let v �� O be a cell of A� Three cases occur�
illustrated by Figure �� In the �rst case� we say that the cell v is only supported on the right � in the second
case� that it is only supported on the left � and in the third case� that v is a loop �in Figure �� the vertices
belonging to the animal are denoted by black circles� and the others by crosses�� We denote r�A� �resp�

v v v

Figure �� The three cases for the square lattice�

��A�� the number of cells of A only supported on the right �resp� left�� The number of loops of A is
b�A� � jAj � r�A�� ��A� � ��
De�nition ��� � The position generating function for directed animals on the square lattice is

S��t� u� v� �
X
A

tjAjur�A�v��A�� ���

The loop generating function for directed animals on the square lattice is

S��t� w� �
X
A

tjAjwb�A� ���

� w��S��tw�w
��� w����

The sums are over all the square lattice directed animals


Of course� we have S��t� �� �� � S��t� and S��t� u� v� � S��t� v� u�� The series S��t� u� v� has two interesting
specializations� namely S��t� u� u� and S��t� u� ���

� the perimeter and area generating function for bond�animals on the square lattice can be computed
from S��t� u� u� �equivalently� from S��t� w���

� the area generating function for animals on the decorated square lattices� studied by Conway� Brak
and Guttmann ��� can be computed from S��t� u� ���

� the average number of loops in animals of given area can also be derived from S��t� u� ���

We compute S��t� u� �� in Section ��

�



����� Directed bond�animals on the square lattice

Let B be a directed bond�animal on the square lattice� Let V �B� be the set of vertices belonging to an edge
of B� By convention� V �B� � fOg if B is the empty animal� Then V �B� is a site�animal� Since two edges
start from each cell of V �B�� the bond�perimeter of B is

p�B� � 	jV �B�j � jBj� ���

Conversely� let A be a site�animal� We wish to obtain all bond�animals B such that V �B� � A� Let B be
such an animal� For any vertex v belonging to A n fOg� B must contain an edge ending at v and having its
starting point in A� If v is not a loop of A� there is a unique way of choosing such an edge� Otherwise� one
can either choose one of the two edges ending at v or both of them�

Hence� the area generating function for bond�animals B such that V �B� � A is

tr�A����A�
�
	t� t�

�b�A�
�

More precisely� according to ���� their area and perimeter generating function is

x�jAj
�
t

x

�r�A����A��
	
t

x
�

t�

x�

�b�A�

�

This gives the following result�

Proposition ��� � Let Sb�t� x� be the area and perimeter generating function for bond�animals on the
square lattice�

Sb�t� x� �
X
A

tjAjxp�A��

We have

Sb�t� x� �
x

t
S�

�
tx� 	 �

t

x

�

where S��t� w� is the loop generating function for site�animals	 de�ned by ���


����� Directed animals on decorated square lattices

In their attempt to understand why the area generating functions for animals on the square and honeycomb
lattices do not have similar behaviours� Conway� Brak and Guttmann have introduced new lattices� called
strange lattices �� or decorated square lattices ��� They conjectured algebraic expressions for the area
generating functions of directed animals on these lattices� We show here that these generating functions are
specializations of S��t� u� ���

The n�decorated square lattice is obtained from the usual square lattice by adding n vertices on each
South�East�North�West edge� The edges of the new lattice are still oriented upwards �Figure ���

decorationsn

Figure �� Square lattices with n decorations and � decoration�

Let B be a directed animal on the n�decorated �square� lattice� The set S�B� formed with the cells
of B lying on the original square lattice is a square lattice animal� Conversely� let A be a square lattice

�



animal� We wish to obtain all animals B on the n�decorated lattice such that S�B� � A� Such an animal
B contains the cells of A� Moreover� if a cell v of A is only supported on the right� then B contains the n
vertices lying on the SE�NW edge ending at v� On the remaining SE�NW edges starting from a cell of A
�there are jAj � r�A� such edges�� B may have �� �� 	� � � �� or n cells �Figure 
��

Figure 
� From an animal on the square lattice to an animal on the 	�decorated lattice�

Let us give to B the weight
xjS�B�jyjBj�jS�B�j�

The generating function for animals B on the n�decorated lattice such that S�B� � A is

xjAj �yn�r�A� �
� � y � y� � � � �� yn

�jAj�r�A�
�

This gives the following result�

Proposition ��� � Let Sd�n�x� y� be the area generating function for animals on the n�decorated square
lattice�

Sd�n�x� y� �
X
A

xjS�A�jyjAj�jS�A�j

where jS�A�j is the number of cells of A on the underlying square lattice
 We have

Sd�n�x� y� � S�

�
x
�� yn��

�� y
� yn

�� y

�� yn��
� �

�

where S��t� u� v� is de�ned by ����

����� The mean number of loops

For n � �� let
bn �

X
jAj	n

b�A�

be the total number of loops in animals of area n� The mean number of loops in animals of area n is bn
divided by the number of animals of area n� Let Sm�t� be the generating function for the bn�s�

Sm�t� �
X
n��

bnt
n �

X
A

b�A�tjAj�

Of course� we have

Sm�t� �
�S�
�w

�t� ��

where S��t� w� is the loop generating function� de�ned by ���� However� Sm�t� can also be derived from
S��t� u� ���

Proposition ��� � The generating function Sm�t� is given by

Sm�t� � t
dS�
dt
�t�� S��t�� 	�S�

�u
�t� �� ��

where the series S��t� and S��t� u� v� are de�ned in Proposition ��� and De�nition 	�� respectively


Proof� Use b�A� � jAj � r�A� � ��A� � � and S��t� u� �� � S��t� �� u��

�



To �nish this section� we show that the number of cells only supported on the right is indirectly related
to the site perimeter� Let A be a square lattice animal� Let us call right �resp� left� neighbour of A any
neighbour of A lying to the north�east �resp� north�west� of a cell of A �Figure ��� A neighbour of A can
be simultaneously a right and a left neighbour�

Figure �� Right and left neighbours�

Lemma ��	 � Let A be an animal on the square lattice
 The number of right �resp
 left� neighbours of A
is �� r�A� �resp
 �� ��A�� where r�A� �resp
 ��A�� denotes the number of cells of A only supported on the
right �resp
 left�


Proof� Consider the set of vertices that lie to the north�east of a cell of A� It has cardinality jAj� and it is
the disjoint union of the set of cells of A supported on the left and the set of right neighbours of A� One
concludes the proof by noticing that the number of cells of A supported on the left is jAj � r�A� � ��

��� The site perimeter of directed animals

Let S��t� x� be the area and perimeter generating function for animals on the square lattice�

S��t� x� �
X
A

tjAjxp�A��

Similarly� let H��t� x� be the area and perimeter generating function for animals on the honeycomb lattice�
No formula for these series is known� Moreover� no formula is known for H��t� �� whereas S��t� �� � S��t�
is given in Proposition ���� Both series are related to directed site�percolation models� on the square and
honeycomb lattices respectively ��� �� The percolation probability on the square lattice is

PS�p� � �� �

p
S��p� �� p� ���

where p denotes the probability for a site to be occupied� A similar identity holds for the percolation
probability on the honeycomb lattice�

PH�p� � �� �

p
H��p� �� p�� ���

It turns out that computing S��t� x� is equivalent to computing H��t� x� ����

Proposition ��
 � The area and perimeter generating functions for animals on the square and honeycomb
lattices are related as follows�

H��t� x� � tx� S�
�
t�� x�� � t�

�
�

Proof� There is a one�to�one correspondence  between animals of area � 	 on the honeycomb lattice and
pairs �A�A�� such that A is a square lattice animal and A� is a set of neighbours of A� This correspondence
has the following properties� which imply the proposition� if  �B� � �A�A��� then

jBj � 	jAj� jA�j and p�B� � p�A��

To describe  � we �rst draw on the honeycomb lattice H a square lattice S whose vertices are the vertices
of H having two sons �Figure ���� Let B be an animal of area � 	 on the honeycomb lattice� Let A be the
set of vertices of B lying on S� Then A is an animal on S� Let A� be the set of vertices of S that do not
lie in B but whose father �in H� belongs to B� Let  �B� � �A�A��� One checks easily that  is one�to�one
and satis�es the announced properties�






vertices of A 

vertices of A’ 

Figure ��� From the honeycomb lattice to the square lattice�

Remark� Proposition 	�� implies that the directed site�percolation probabilities on the square and honey�
comb lattices �see Equations ��� and ���� satisfy PH�p� � pPS�p��� In particular� the critical probabilities
satisfy pSc � �p

H
c �

��
The correspondence  provides another identity between two generating functions� Let H� be the set

of vertices of H having a unique son� Let H� � H nH�� Let A be an animal on the honeycomb lattice� We
denote jAj� � jA �H�j and jAj� � jA �H�j�
Proposition ��� � Let �H��u� v� be the following generating function for animals on the honeycomb lattice�

�H��u� v� �
X
A

ujAj�vjAj� �

We have
�H��u� v� � u� S��uv� � � u��

��� The position of cells in a triangular lattice animal

The results presented here are very similar to those of Section 	�� and the proofs are omitted�
Let A be an animal on the triangular lattice� Let v �� O be a cell of A� Seven cases occur now� de�ned

in Figure ��� We denote r�A� �resp� ��A�� c�A�� the number of cells of A only supported on the right �resp�

v v v

simple loops double loop
only supported
at the center

v

only supported
on the right

v

only supported
on the left 

v v

Figure ��� The seven cases for the triangular lattice�

on the left� at the center�� The number of simple loops is denoted sb�A�� The number of double loops is
db�A� � jAj � r�A�� ��A� � c�A� � sb�A� � ��
De�nition ��� � The position generating function for directed animals on the triangular lattice is

T��t� u� v� w� x� �
X
A

tjAjur�A�v��A�wc�A�xsb�A�� �
�

�



The loop generating function for directed animals on the triangular lattice is

T��t� x� y� �
X
A

tjAjxsb�A�ydb�A� ���

� y��T��ty� y
��� y��� y��� xy����

The sums are over all directed animals of the triangular lattice


Of course� we have T��t� �� �� w� �� � �T��t� w� �see Proposition ��	� and T��t� u� v� w� x� � T��t� v� u� w� x�� A
more amazing �and non�trivial� result is proved in Section ��

T��t� u� �� �� �� � T��t� �� �� u� ��� ����

In other words� X
A

tjAjur�A� �
X
A

tjAju��A� �
X
A

tjAjuc�A��

The series T��t� u� v� w� x� has again two interesting specializations� namely T��t� x� y� and T��t� u� �� �� ���

����� Directed bond�animals on the triangular lattice

The perimeter and area generating function for directed bond�animals on the triangular lattice can be
derived from the loop generating function�

Proposition �� � Let Tb�t� x� be the area and perimeter generating function for bond�animals on the
triangular lattice�

Tb�t� x� �
X
A

tjAjxp�A��

We have

Tb�t� x� �
x

t
T�

�
tx�� 	 �

t

x
� � � �

t

x
�

t�

x�

�
where T��t� x� y� is the loop generating function for site�animals	 de�ned by ���


����� Directed animals on decorated triangular lattices

Although they have not been studied in literature� we can de�ne decorated triangular lattices� by adding
vertices on the SE�NW edges of a triangular lattice �Figure �	��

decorationsn

Figure �	� Triangular lattices with n decorations and � decoration�

Proposition ���� � Let Td�n�x� y� be the area generating function for animals on the n�decorated trian�
gular lattice�

Td�n�x� y� �
X
A

xjT �A�jyjAj�jT �A�j

where jT �A�j is the number of cells of A on the underlying triangular lattice
 We have

Td�n�x� y� � T�

�
x
�� yn��

�� y
� yn

�� y

�� yn��
� �� �� �

�

where T��t� u� v� w� x� is de�ned by �
�


��



����� The mean number of loops

For n � �� let
bn �

X
jAj	n

b�A�

where b�A� � sb�A� � db�A�� be the total number of loops in animals of area n�

Proposition ���� � Let Tm�t� be the generating function of the bn�s�

Tm�t� �
X
A

b�A�tjAj�

We have

Tm�t� � t
dT�
dt
�t�� T��t�� 	�T�

�u
�t� �� �� �� ��� �T�

�w
�t� �� �� �� ���

the series T��t� and T��t� u� v� w� x� being de�ned by ��� and �
� respectively


According to ����� this identity can also be written as

Tm�t� � t
dT�
dt
�t�� T��t�� ��T�

�u
�t� �� �� �� ���

� Animals of bounded width

To state our results rigorously� we need to introduce animals of bounded width� already considered in ����

��� Animals on the square lattice

Consider a cyclic oriented square lattice having N cells in each row �Figure ���� Edges are oriented away
from the center� and the vertices of the �rst two rows are labelled with �� 	� � � � � N � It is convenient to
consider that the labels belong to the group ZZ�NZZ� denoted �N � We deal in this section with animals that
may have a source formed of several vertices�

De�nition ��� � Let C � �N  be a subset of vertices of the �rst row
 A directed animal A of source C is
a �nite set of vertices containing C such that any vertex of A can be reached from a vertex of C through an
oriented path having all its vertices in A


2

3

1 2

3

44

1
NN

...

Figure ��� The cyclic square lattice and an animal of source f�� 	� �g�

All de�nitions given above can be extended to animals of bounded width �area� perimeter� loops� cells
only supported on the right� etc�� Since the lattice has now a �nite width� we can write a �nite system

��



of equations de�ning the generating functions for animals having a given source� All of them are rational
functions� Let C � �N  be a subset of vertices of the �rst row� We denote N �C� the set of neighbours of C
and N��C� �resp� Nr�C�� the set of vertices that are only left �resp� right� neighbours of C� More precisely�

N �C� � C 	 fi � i � � 
 Cg� N��C� � fi 
 C � i� � �
 Cg and Nr�C� � fi �
 C � i � � 
 Cg� ����

Lemma ��� � For C � �N 	 let
S
�N�
� �C� �

X
A

tjAjur�A�v��A�

be the position generating function for animals of source C	 and let

S
�N�
� �C� �

X
A

tjAjxp�A�

be their area and perimeter generating function
 By convention	 S
�N�
� ��� � S

�N�
� ��� � �
 We have

S
�N�
� �C� � tjCj

X
D�N �C�

S
�N�
� �D�ujD�N� �C�jvjD�Nr �C�j� ��	�

Similarly�

S
�N�
� �C� � tjCj

X
D�N �C�

S
�N�
� �D�xjN �C�nDj� ����

Proof� If A is an animal of source C� then A� � A nC is an animal whose source D is a subset of N �C��

The series S�N�
� �C� and S�N�

� �C� are related to the series S��t� u� v� and S��t� x� de�ned in Section 	 by

lim
N��

S
�N�
� �f�g� � S��t� u� v� and lim

N��
S
�N�
� �f�g� � S��t� x��

We give in Section � a probabilistic interpretation of the recurrence relation ��	��

��� Animals on the honeycomb lattice

Consider the cyclic oriented honeycomb lattice of Figure ��� For C � �N � animals of source C are de�ned
as in De�nition ���� However� we distinguish now between animals of type �� that have their source in the
�rst row of the lattice� and animals of type 	� that have their source in the second row of the lattice�

1 2
...

1 2
...

2
1
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Figure ��� Animals of type � and 	 on the cyclic honeycomb lattice�

LetH
�N�
� �C� be the area generating function for animals of source C and type �� de�ned as in Proposition

	���
H

�N�
� �C� �

X
A

ujAj�vjAj� �

�	



Similarly� let H
�N�
� �C� be the area generating function for animals of source C and type 	� The recurrence

relations de�ning these series are now�

H
�N�
� �C� � ujCj

X
D�C

H
�N�
� �D�

and
H

�N�
� �C� � vjCj

X
D�N �C�

H
�N�
� �D��

with H�N�
� ��� � H

�N�
� ��� � �� There are two ways of combining these identities� We can either write

H
�N�
� �C� � ujCj

X
D�N �C�

H
�N�
� �D�

X
B�C
D�N �B�

vjBj ����

or� alternatively�

H
�N�
� �C� � vjCj

X
D�N �C�

H
�N�
� �D�ujDj�� � u�jN �C�nDj�

Comparing this identity with ���� shows that

ujCjH
�N�
� �C� � S

�N�
� �C�

if t � uv and x � ��u� Actually� this is again a consequence of the correspondence  between animals on the
square and honeycomb lattices described in Section 	�	� We give in Section � a probabilistic interpretation
of the recurrence relation �����

��� Animals on the triangular lattice

Consider the cyclic oriented triangular lattice of Figure ��� The source of a directed animal is now a subset
of the �rst two rows of the lattice�

De�nition ��� � Let C�D � �N 
 A directed animal A of source �C�D� is a �nite set of vertices such
that

� the set of vertices of A lying on the �rst row is C	

� the set of vertices of A lying on the second row is D	

� any vertex of A lying on another row can be reached from a vertex of C or D through an oriented path
having all its vertices in A


A cell not belonging to the �rst two rows is in one of the seven positions described in Figure ��� We denote
r�A� the number of cells not belonging to the �rst two rows and only supported on the right� For example�
r�A� � � for the animal of Figure ���

Notation� For C � �N � the set fi � � � i 
 Cg is denoted C��

Lemma ��� � For C�D � �N 	 let
T �C�D� �

X
A

tjAjur�A�

be the generating function for animals of source �C�D�	 counted according to their area and number of cells
only supported on the right
 By convention	 T ��� �� � �
 We have

T �C�D� � tjCj
X

E�N �D��C�

T �D�E�ujE�N��C�D�j ����

where N��C�D� � fi 
 D � i� � �
 C 	Dg


��
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Figure ��� An animal of source �f�� 	� �g� f�� 	� �����g� on the cyclic triangular lattice�

� One�dimensional gas models

Let Y � �Y�� Y�� � � � � YN � be a vector of random variables taking their values in f�� �g� We consider that Y
describes a gas model �i�e� a cell distribution� on �N � an element i of �N  is occupied by a cell �a molecule
of gas� if and only if Yi � �� For C � �N  and y 
 f�� �g� the notation YC � y means that Yi � y for all i
in C� The gas model is completely determined by specifying the probabilities GC � for C � �N � de�ned by

GC � P �YC � �� YcC � ��

with cC � �N  nC� The density of the gas is the average number of molecules per site� i�e�
�

N

X
C��N �

jCjGC�

The model is cyclically invariant if GC� � GC for all C� with C� � fi�� � i 
 Cg� In this case� the density
is also the probability that the vertex labelled � is occupied� In the following lemma� we give the density of
a cyclically invariant gas model with nearest�neighbour interactions


Lemma ��� � Let � 	 � and 
 	 �
 We consider the gas model given by

P �YC � �� YcC � �� � �

Z
�jCj
j

Nr �C�j

where !Nr�C� � fi 
 C � i � � �
 Cg and

Z �
X

C��N �

�jCj
j
Nr �C�j

is the partition function of the model
 Then the density is

�
�N��
� ��� � �N��

� ���
�N� � �N�

where ���� � �� � �p
"��	 with " � ��� ��� � ��
 and ��i � ��i���
 Moreover	

�
��i
�i
�
�

	

�
� ��� ��"����

�
�

��



Proof� This calculation is very classical in statistical physics �see �	 Chap� 	 for instance�� We di�erentiate
the partition function with respect to � to obtain�

�

NZ

�Z

��
�
�

N

X
C

jCjGC�

The right hand�side of this identity is the density of the model� thus we only need to compute Z� Let V be
the function de�ned by V ��� �� � V ��� �� � �� V ��� �� � �
 and V ��� �� � �� For y 
 f�� �gN � we have

P �Y � y� �
�

Z

NY
i	�

V �yi� yi����

with yN�� � y�� which gives

Z �
X
y

NY
i	�

V �yi� yi��� � tr
�
V N
�
� �N� � �N�

where �� and �� are the eigenvalues of the matrix

V �

�
� �
�
 �

�
�

��� Local transitions

Let �p�� p�� p�� p�� 
 ��� ��� and suppose that a gas model Y is given�

De�nition ��� � The cell distribution X induced by Y via the local transition �p�� p�� p�� p�� is charac�
terized by

�x� y 
 f�� �gN s
t
 P �Y � y� �� �� P �X � x�Y � y� �
NY
i	�

P �Xi � xi�Yi � yi� Yi�� � yi��� ����

where

P �Xi � ��Yi � yi� Yi�� � yi��� �

	

�


�

p� if yi � yi�� � ��
p� if yi � � and yi�� � ��
p� if yi � � and yi�� � ��
p� if yi � yi�� � ��

����

In other words� the Xi�s are independent conditionally to the Yj�s� and Xi depends on the Yj �s by Yi and
Yi�� only� We can visualize this transition on the two�rowed cyclic lattice of Figure ��� Let us call L�
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Figure ��� The two�rowed cyclic lattice and a local transition�

�resp� L�� the set of vertices of the internal �resp� external� row� and label the vertices in each row with
�� 	� � � � � N � Consider that Y describes a gas model on L�� Then the cell distribution induced by Y via
�p�� p�� p�� p�� is obtained by adding a cell on a vertex i of L�

��



� with probability p� if the vertices i and i � � of L� are both empty�

� with probability p� if i is occupied and i� � is empty�
� with probability p� if i is empty and i� � is occupied�
� with probability p� if i and i � � are both occupied�
The link between gas models and animals will be established by comparing the recurrence relations

de�ning the generating function for animals of source C with the expression giving the probability that the
cells of C are occupied in the model X � For C � �N � we denote fC � P �XC � �� and gC � P �YC � ��� Let
E be a subset of �N � identi�ed with L�� We denote !N �E� the set of neighbours of E� !Nr�E� �resp� !N��E��
the set of vertices of L� that are only right �resp� left� neighbours of E� and !Nr��E� the set of vertices of
L� that are simultaneously right and left neighbours of E� More precisely�

!N �E� � E 	 fi � � � i 
 Eg� !Nr�E� � fi 
 E � i� � �
 Eg� ��
�

!N��E� � fi �
 E � i� � 
 Eg and !Nr��E� � fi 
 E � i � � 
 Eg�
Using the notations ����� we write

fC �
X

E�N �C�

P �XC � ��YE � �� YN �C�nE � ��P �YE � �� YN �C�nE � ��

�
X

E�N �C�

p
jC�c N �E�j
� p

jC� Nr�E�j
� p

jC� N��E�j
� p

jC� Nr��E�j
�

X
B�N �C�nE

����jBjP �YE�B � ��

�
X

D�N �C�

����jDjgD
X
E�D

����jEjpjC�c N �E�j
� p

jC� Nr�E�j
� p

jC� N��E�j
� p

jC� Nr��E�j
� � ����

We have used the inclusion�exclusion principle� if A �E � �� then

P �YE � �� YA � �� �
X
B�A

����jBjP �YE�B � ���

��� Stationary distributions

De�nition ��� � The cell distribution given by Y is said to be stationary for the local transition �p�� p�� p�� p��
if the induced distribution X is the same as Y	 that is	 if fC � gC for all C


We give some conditions on the pi�s that imply the existence and uniqueness of a stationary distribution for
the local transition �p�� p�� p�� p�� and determine this distribution in the case where p�p���� p���� � p�� �
p�p��� � p����� p���

We shall use a result which is well�known in the theory of Markov chains �see �	��� LetQ � �Q�D�C��C�D��N �

be the stochastic matrix associated with the transition �p�� p�� p�� p��� if Y induces X � then
P �XC � �� XcC � ��YD � �� YcD � �� � Q�D�C��

This matrix is irreducible if for all C and D� there exists an integer n � � such that Qn�D�C� �� �� In this
case� the transition is said to be irreducible and has a unique stationary distribution Y� which satis�es�

�C� P �YC � �� YcC � �� �� �� �	��

Lemma ��� � Let us consider a local transition �p�� p�� p�� p��
 It is irreducible in the two following cases�

� p� �� � and ��� p���� � p����� p����� p�� �� �	
� p� �� � and p�p�p�p� �� �


Proof� If p� �
 f�� �g� then Q��� C� �� � for all C� Moreover� if pi �� � for i � � � � ��� then Q�D� �� �� � for
all D� Therefore� Q��D�C� �� � for all C and D� A similar argument holds in the second case�

��



Remark� The conditions given in the lemma are su�cient� but probably not necessary� Here are a few
necessary conditions� p� �� �� p� �� �� �p�� p�� �� ��� ��� �p�� p�� �� ��� ��� etc���

Finding the stationary distribution of a generic local transition is not an easy task� and we have not been
able to do it� However� we can characterize the irreducible local transitions whose stationary distribution
Y induces a markovian �eld �X �Y� on the lattice L� 	 L��

De�nition ��	 � A distribution of cells on the lattice L� 	 L�	 given by the random vectors X and Y	 is
a markovian �eld if there exist some functions Li and Ri	 for i 
 �N 	 and a constant Z such that

�x� y 
 f�� �gN P �X � x�Y � y� �
�

Z

NY
i	�

�Li�yi� xi�Ri�xi� yi��� � �	��

Remark� This is not exactly the usual de�nition of a markovian �eld� a random distribution of cells on
a graph is said to be markovian if the state of a vertex i depends on the state of the other vertices by the
state of its neighbours only� Here the graph is L� 	 L�� and the markovian property means that� for all i�

P �Xi � xi� #Xi � #xi�Y � y� � P �Xi � xi�Yi � yi� Yi�� � yi���

and
P �Yi � yi�X � x� #Yi � #yi� � P �Yi � yi�Xi�� � xi��� Xi � xi�

where #Zi denotes �Z�� � � � � Zi��� Zi��� � � � � ZN � ifZ � �Z�� � � � � ZN �� One proves easily that a cell distribution
given by �	�� satis�es these identities� Conversely� a theorem of Hammersley and Cli�ord states that a
markovian �eld such that P �X � x�Y � y� �� � for all x and y can be written as �	�� �see �����
Proposition ��
 � Let us consider an irreducible local transition �p�� p�� p�� p��
 Its stationary distribution
induces a markovian �eld on L� 	 L� if and only if

p�p���� p����� p�� � p�p���� p����� p��� �		�

In this case	 the stationary distribution is given by

P �YD � �� YcD � �� � �

Z
�jDj
j

Nr�D�j

where

� �
p�

�� p�
and 
 �

��� p����� p��

��� p����� p��

if p� �� � and
� �

�

�� p�
and 
 �

p�
p�p�

otherwise	 the set !Nr�D� being de�ned by ��
�


The proof is given in the appendix�

Remark� As pointed out by B� Derrida� the case where p� � p� � p� � p� is much simpler than the
case studied in the proposition above� the density of any cyclically invariant stationary distribution is
p���� � p� � p��� This can be proved by computing directly P �Xi � �� in terms of Yi and Yi��� However�
this case is irrelevant for animal enumeration�

��� A special transition for the triangular lattice

Consider the three�rowed cyclic lattice of Figure ��� Let L� �resp� L�� L�� denote the set of vertices lying
in the internal �resp� middle� external� row� The vertices in each row are labelled with �� 	� � � � � N �

Let U � �U�� � � � � UN �� V � �V�� � � � � VN �� X � �X�� � � � � XN � and Y � �Y�� � � � � YN � be four vectors of
random variables taking their values in f�� �g� Consider that they respectively describe a gas model on L��

��



L�� L� and L�� Let �p�� p�� 
 ��� �� with p� �� �� We say that U and V are induced by X and Y via the
transition �p�� p�� if for all u� v� x� y 
 f�� �gN such that P �X � x�Y � y� �� ��

P �U � u�V � v�X � x�Y � y� �
NY
i	�

�P �Ui � ui�Yi�� � yi���P �Vi � vi�Xi � xi� Yi � yi� Yi�� � yi���

where

P �Ui � ��Yi�� � yi��� �


� if yi�� � ��
� otherwise�

and

P �Vi � ��Xi � xi� Yi � yi� Yi�� � yi��� �

	�
�

p� if xi � � and yi � yi�� � ��
p� if xi � �� yi � � and yi�� � ��
� otherwise�
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Figure ��� The three�rowed cyclic lattice and the transition �p�� p���

The link between this transition and triangular lattice animals will be established by comparing the
probability that some given vertices of L� 	 L� are occupied in the distribution �U �V� with the recurrence
relations de�ning the generating functions for animals� For C�D � �N � let fC�D � P �UC � �� VD � �� and
gC�D � P �XC � �� YD � ��� Let C� � fi � � � i 
 Cg and N��C�D� � fi 
 D � i � � �
 C 	Dg� We have�

fC�D � P �VD � �� XD � �� YC� � ��

�
X

A�N��C�D�

P �VD � ��XD � �� YA � �� YC��N �D�nA � ��P �XD � �� YA � �� YC��N �D�nA � ��

�
X

A�N��C�D�

p
jDj
�

�
p�
p�

�jAj X
B�C��N �D�nA

����jBjP �XD � �� YA�B � ��

� p
jDj
�

X
E�N �D��C�

����jEjgD�E
�
�� p�

p�

�jE�N��C�D�j

� �	��

De�nition ��� � The cell distribution given by �X �Y� is said to be stationary for the transition �p�� p��
if the induced distribution �U �V� is the same as �X �Y�	 that is	 if fC�D � gC�D for all C and D


The study of the existence and uniqueness of a stationary distribution is a bit more delicate than above
and will not be described in details� The transition is no longer irreducible since some states �C�D� 
 �N �
are transient� However� there is a unique set of states on which the transition is irreducible �at least when
p��� � p���� � p�� �� �� and this implies the existence and uniqueness of the stationary distribution� given
by the following proposition�

�




Proposition ��� � Assume that p���� p����� p�� �� �
 The markovian �eld given by

P �XD � �� XcD � �� YE � �� YcE � �� �
	�
� �

Z

�
�
p�

�jcE�D�j �
p�

��p�

�jE�cD�j
if E � D

� otherwise

where

Z �
X

E�D��N �

�
�

p�

�jcE�D�j�
p�

�� p�

�jE�cD�j
�

is stationary for the transition �p�� p��
 Moreover	 there exists a constant Z� such that	 for E � L�	

P �YE � �� YcE � �� � �

Z�
�jEj
j

Nr �E�j

with � � p���� � p�� and 
 � ����� � p���� � p���


Proof� The proof is a simple calculation very similar to what is done in the appendix�

� Directed animals and gas models

In this section� all animals and gas models live on cyclic lattices having N vertices in each row� for a given
integer N �

The correspondence between directed animals and hard particle models described by Dhar implies� in
the square lattice case� that

S
�N�
� �t� � ����t� �� �� ��� �	��

where S
�N�
� �t� is the area generating function for one�source animals on the cyclic square lattice and

���t� �� �� �� is the density of the gas whose distribution is stationary for the local transition ��t� �� �� ���
This density can be computed by combining Lemma ���� Proposition ��� and Lemma ���� We generalize
this result in two di�erent ways� we show that the position generating function and the area and perimeter
generating function for directed animals on the square lattice can also be expressed in terms of the density
of a gas whose distribution is stationary for a given local transition� Unfortunately� we could not compute
this density in the most general case� but only in a particular case to which Section � is devoted�

��� Position generating function for square lattice animals

Let us consider the local transition �q�� q�q�� q�q�� q�q�q�� and its stationary distribution� For C � �N � let
Nr��C� � fi 
 C � i � � 
 Cg� Using the notations ����� we have� according to �����

gC �
X

D�N �C�

����jDjgD
X
E�D

����jEjqjCj� q
jE�N��C�j
� q

jE�Nr�C�j
� �q�q��

jE�Nr��C�j

� q
jCj
�

X
D�N �C�

����jDjgD�� � q��
jD�N��C�j��� q��

jD�Nr�C�j��� q�q��
jD�Nr��C�j

� q
jCj
�

X
D�N �C�

�q�q� � ��jDjgD
�

q� � �
q�q� � �

�jD�N��C�j�
q� � �
q�q� � �

�jD�Nr�C�j

�

Comparing this identity with ��	� gives the following result�

Proposition 	�� � Let C � �N 
 The position generating function for animals of source C is

S
�N�
� �C� �

�
p�
p�
� �
�jCj

gC �

��



where gC is the probability that the vertices of C are occupied when the cell distribution is stationary for the
transition �p�� p�� p�� p��	 with

p� �
tuv

�� u� v
� p� �

tu��� u�

�� u� v
� p� �

tv��� v�

�� u� v
and p� �

p�p�
p�

�

In particular	 the position generating function for one�source directed animals on the cyclic square lattice is

X
A

tjAjur�A�v��A� �
�� u� v

uv
��p�� p�� p�� p�p��p��

where ��p�� p�� p�� p�� denotes the density of the gas whose distribution is stationary for the transition
�p�� p�� p�� p��


Remark� The special case u � v � � is nothing but Dhar�s result� given by �	���

Using the ideas of Section 	��� we can express several generating functions for one�source directed animals
�i�e� animals of source f�g� in terms of the density of some gas models�
Corollary 	�� � The generating function for one�source directed animals on the cyclic square lattice

according to their area and number of cells only supported on the right isX
A

tjAjur�A� � ���p�� p�� �� ��

where p� � �t and p� � t�u� ���
� The loop generating function for one�source directed animals on the cyclic square lattice isX

A

tjAjwb�A� � �w � 	���p�� p�� p�� p���p��

where

p� �
t

w � 	 and p� �
t�w � ��
w � 	 �

� In particular	 the area�generating function for one�source directed animals having no loops �trees� isX
A

tjAj � �	��p��p��p� p�

where p � �t�	

� The area and perimeter generating function for one�source directed bond�animals on the cyclic square
lattice is X

A

tjAjxp�A� � ��p�� p�� p�� p
�
��p��

where p� � x� and p� � x�t� x��

��� Area and perimeter generating functions

Let us consider the local transition �q�q�� q�� q�� q�� and its stationary distribution� With the notations of
Section �� we have� according to �����

gC �
X

D�N �C�

����jDjgD
X
E�D

����jEjqjCj� q
jC�c N �E�j
� �

But X
E�D

����jEjqjC�c N �E�j
� �

X
E�D

����jEj�� � �q� � ���jC�c N �E�j

	�



�
X
E�D

����jEj
X

B�C�c N �E�

�q� � ��jBj

�
X
B�C

�q� � ��jBj
X

E�D�cN �B�

����jEj

�
X

B�C
D�N �B�

�q� � ��jBj�

the sum being over all subsets B of C such that D � N �B�� Therefore�

gC � q
jCj
�

X
D�N �C�

����jDjgD
X

B�C
D�N �B�

�q� � ��jBj�

Comparing this identity with ���� gives the following result�

Proposition 	�� � Let C � �N 
 The area generating function for animals of source C and type � on the
cyclic honeycomb lattice is

H
�N�
� �C� � ����jCjgC�

where gC is the probability that the vertices of C are occupied when the cell distribution is stationary for the
transition �p�� p�� p�� p��	 with p� � �u�� � v� and p� � �u

Using the ideas of Section 	�	� we can express several generating functions for one�source directed animals
in terms of the density of some gas models�

Corollary 	�� � The area generating function for one�source directed animals of type � on the cyclic
honeycomb lattice is X

A

ujAj�vjAj� � ���p�� p�� p�� p��

where p� � �u�� � v� and p� � �u

� The area and perimeter generating function for one�source directed animals on the cyclic square lattice
is X

A

tjAjxp�A� � �� x� ��p�� p�� p�� p��

where
p� � �� x� t and p� � �� x�

� The area and perimeter generating function for one�source directed animals on the cyclic honeycomb
lattice is X

A

tjAjxp�A� � �� x� ��p�� p�� p�� p��

where
p� � �� x�� � t� � t� and p� � �� x�� � t��

We summarize in the following table the links between animals generating functions and local transitions�

Lattice Site�Bond Parameters Transition
square site jAj� r�A� and ��A� p�� p�� p�� p�p��p�
square site jAj and r�A� p�� p�� �� �
square site jAj and b�A� p�� p�� p�� p

�
��p�

square bond jAj and p�A� idem
square bond jAj �� p� p� p�

square site jAj and p�A� p�� p�� p�� p�
honeycomb site jAj and p�A� idem
honeycomb site jAj p��� p�� p� p� p

	�



��� Animals on the triangular lattice

Let us consider the transition �p�� p�� de�ned in Section ��� and its stationary distribution given by Propo�
sition ��
� According to �	��� it satis�es

gC�D � p
jDj
�

X
E�N �D��C�

����jEjgD�E
�
�� p�

p�

�jE�N��C�D�j

�

Comparing with ���� gives the following result�

Proposition 	�	 � Let C�D � �N 
 The generating function for triangular lattice animals of source
�C�D�	 counted according to their area and number of cells only supported on the right	 is

T �C�D� � ��p��jCj����jDjgC�D
where gC�D is the probability that all vertices of C and D are occupied when the cell distribution is stationary
for the transition �p�� p��	 with p� � �t and p� � t�u� ��


� Explicit results

We give here the generating functions for directed animals on the square and triangular lattices according to
their area and number of cells only supported on the right� These results are new and provide the generating
functions for animals on decorated lattices� as well as the mean number of loops in animals of given area�
We found no �combinatorial� proof of these formulas�

��� The square lattice

Proposition 
�� � The generating function for directed animals on the square lattice according to their
area and number of cells only supported on the right is

S��t� u� �� �
�

	

��
�� �t

�� � t��� � t � tu�

�����

� �
�
�

Equivalently	 �
�� t�	 � u� � t���� u�

� �
S��t� u� �� � �S��t� u� ���

�
�
� t�

Proof� Combine the �rst item of Corollary ��	 with Lemma ���� Proposition ��� and Lemma ���� and let
N tend to in�nity�

Remark� According to Lemma 	��� uS��t� u� �� is the generating function for directed animals according
to their area and number of right neighbours�

From Proposition 	��� we obtain the generating function for animals on the decorated square lattices�

Corollary 
�� � The area generating function for animals on the n�decorated square lattice is

Sd�n�x� y� � S�

�
x
�� yn��

�� y
� yn

�� y

�� yn��
� �

�

where S��t� u� �� is given in the proposition above
 In particular	�
�� �x� x�

�� xn

�� x

��
Sd�n�x� x� � �Sd�n�x� x��

�
�
� x�

Remark� This result has already been proved by Ali ��� His proof is also inspired by Dhar�s method� but
one of its steps involves a two�dimensional Ising model� whereas we only need a one�dimensional model here�

From Proposition 	��� we compute the total number of loops in animals of given area�

		



Corollary 
�� � The generating function for the total number of loops in animals of given area is

Sm�t� �
X
A

b�A�tjAj �
�

	

�
�� �� �t� t� � �t�

�� � t������� �t����
�
�

This implies that	 in animals of area n	

� the mean number of cells supported only on the right �left� is asymptotically �n��	

� the mean number of loops is asymptotically n��


��� The triangular lattice

Proposition 
�� � The generating function for directed animals on the triangular lattice according to
their area and number of cells only supported on the right is

T��t� u� �� �� �� �
�

	

��
�� �t

� � t� tu

�����

� �
�
�

Equivalently	

�� � �t� tu�
�
T��t� u� �� �� ��� �T��t� u� �� �� ���

�
�
� t�

Proof� We apply Proposition ��� with C � � and D � f�g� the generating function for one�source
directed animal on the cyclic triangular lattice is the opposite of the probability that a given vertex of L�

is occupied� when the distribution of cells on L� 	 L� is stationary for the transition ��t� t�u � ���� We
combine Proposition ��
 and Lemma ��� and let N tend to in�nity to conclude the proof�

Remark� Comparing with Proposition ��	 shows that the parameters �number of cells only supported on
the right� and �number of cells only supported at the center� have the same distribution on animals of
given area� This is not obvious at all� and it would be nice to �nd a more direct proof�

From Proposition 	���� we obtain the generating function for animals on the decorated triangular lattices�

Corollary 
�	 � The area generating function for animals on the n�decorated triangular lattice is

Td�n�x� y� � T�

�
x
�� yn��

�� y
� yn

�� y

�� yn��
� �� �� �

�
�

where T��t� u� �� �� �� is given in the proposition above
 In particular	

Td�n�x� x� � T��x� �
�

	

�
�� � �x����� � �

�
�

which means that this simpli�ed area generating function for animals on the n�decorated triangular lattice
does not depend on n�

From Proposition 	���� we compute the total number of loops in animals of given area�

Corollary 
�
 � The generating function for the total number of loops in animals of given area is

Tm�t� �
X
A

b�A�tjAj �
�

	

�
�� �� �t� �t�

��� �t����
�
�

This implies that	 in animals of area n	

� the mean number of cells supported only on the right �on the left	 at the center� is n�n���
���n���

	

� the mean number of loops is �n����n���
���n��� 


	�



Remarks� �� Uniform generation of random animals suggests that they are in general very �thin� ����
Corollaries ��� and ��� give a measure of thinness� if random animals were compact� then they would have
lots of loops whereas only one fourth of the cells are loops�

	� The generating functions for animals on the decorated square lattice and the results of Corollaries
��� and ��� were conjectured by Andrew Conway ��� 
� He rightly says that results should be easier to
prove once the answer is known��� Let us advertise another of his conjectures� which is related to the mean
perimeter of square lattice animals of given area� and could maybe be derived from Section ��	�

X
A

p�A�tjAj �
�

	t�� � t�

�
�� �t� 	t� � t� � �t�
�� � �t������ � t����

� �� t� t�
�
�

Appendix� proof of Proposition �	�	

�� Let us consider a markovian �eld on L� 	 L�� Suppose that it is induced by the stationary distribution
of an irreducible local transition �p�� p�� p�� p��� Since the stationary distribution is unique� it is cyclically
invariant� and so is the induced markovian �eld� there exist two functions L and R such that �	�� is satis�ed
with Li � L and Ri � R for all i� Let y 
 f�� �gN � We have

P �Y � y� �
X
x

P �X � x�Y � y�

�
�

Z

X
x

Y
i

�L�yi� xi�R�xi� yi���

�
�

Z

Y
i

�L�yi� ��R��� yi��� � L�yi� ��R��� yi���

and this probability is positive� according to �	��� This gives

P �X � x�Y � y� �
Y
i

L�yi� xi�R�xi� yi���

L�yi� ��R��� yi��� � L�yi� ��R��� yi���
�

Comparing with ���� and ���� leads to

L��� ��R��� ��

L��� ��R��� ��� L��� ��R��� ��
� p��

L��� ��R��� ��

L��� ��R��� �� � L��� ��R��� ��
� p��

L��� ��R��� ��

L��� ��R��� ��� L��� ��R��� ��
� p��

L��� ��R��� ��

L��� ��R��� �� � L��� ��R��� ��
� p��

A simple calculation shows that these identities imply �		��
	� Conversely� assume that �		� is satis�ed� Since the transition is irreducible� p� �� � and p� �� �� Let

us �rst assume that p� �� �� Then �� � p���� � p�� �� �� Otherwise� according to �		�� we would have
p�p��� � p����� p�� � �� and thus p�p� � �� i�e� �p�� p�� � ��� �� or ��� ��� and the transition would not be
irreducible� Let us consider the cell distribution on L� given by

P �YD � �� YcD � �� � �

Z

�
p�

�� p�

�jDj�
�� � p����� p��

�� � p����� p��

�j Nr�D�j

� �	��

Let X be induced by Y via the local transition �p�� p�� p�� p��� Let FC�D � P �XC � �� XcC � �� YD �
�� YcD � ��� We have

FC�D � P �XC � �� XcC � ��YD � �� YcD � ��P �YD � �� YcD � ���
According to ���� and ����� and using

p�
�� p�

�
p�p���� p��

p���� p����� p��
�

	�



we obtain

FC�D �
�

Z
��� p��

jc N �D�j�� � p��
j Nr�D�j�� � p��

j N��D�j��� p��
j Nr��D�j

�
p�

�� p�

�jCj�
p���� p��

p���� p��

�jC� Nr�D�j

�
p���� p��

p���� p��

�jC� N��D�j�
p�p���� p��

�

p����� p����� p��

�jC� Nr��D�j�
p�

�� p�

�jDj�
��� p���� � p��

��� p���� � p��

�j Nr�D�j

where the sets !N �D�� !Nr�D�� !N��D� and !Nr��D� are de�ned by ��
�� Now� note that

j !Nr�D�j � j !N��D�j � j !N �D�j � jDj� j !Nr�D�j � j !Nr��D�j � jDj � j !Nr�D�j� �	��

jC � !Nr�D�j � jC � !Nr��D�j � jC �Dj and jC � !N��D�j � jC � !Nr��D�j �
��D �C�

��
where C� � fi� � � i 
 Cg� We �nally obtain

FC�D �
��� p��N

Z

�
p�

�� p�

�jCj�jDj�
p���� p��

p���� p��

�jC�Dj�
p���� p��

p���� p��

�jD�C�j
�

Comparing with �	�� shows that the cell distribution given by �	�� induces a markovian �eld on L� 	 L�

given by

Li�y� x� �

	�
�

p����� p�� if �y� x� � ��� ���
p����� p�� if �y� x� � ��� ���
� otherwise�

and

Ri�x� y� �

	�
�

p����� p�� if �x� y� � ��� ���
p����� p�� if �x� y� � ��� ���
� otherwise�

We have now to show that the distribution given by �	�� is indeed stationary� For C � L�� we have

P �XC � �� XcC � �� �
X
D

FC�D�

Using the notations ���� and Nr��C� � fi 
 C � i � � 
 Cg� we write
jDj � jD � cN �C�j� jD �Nr�C�j� jD �N��C�j� jD �Nr��C�j�

and use identities similar to �	�� to obtain

P �XC � �� XcC � �� � �

Z

�
p�

�� p�

�jCj�
��� p����� p��

��� p����� p��

�jNr�C�j

�

Since jNr�C�j � j !Nr�C�j for all C � �N � this proves that the distribution given by �	�� is stationary for
the transition �p�� p�� p�� p���

We have now to study the case p� � �� According to �		�� we have p��� � p���� � p�� � �� Since
the transition is irreducible� p� �� �� Hence� p� � � or p� � �� Suppose that p� � � �the case p� � �
is symmetric�� Then p� �� �� otherwise the transition would not be irreducible� One checks that the
distribution of cells given by

P �YD � �� YcD � �� � �

Z
��� p��

�jDj

�
p�
p�

�j Nr�D�j

is stationary for the transition ��� �� p�� p�� and induces on L�	L� a markovian �eld given by �	�� where� for
all i� Li��� �� � Li��� �� � Ri��� �� � Ri��� �� � p����� p��� Li��� �� � p���� p����p���� p���� Ri��� �� � �
and the two other parameters are equal to ��

	�
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